
 

Tyler-Grace Clark’s Manifesto:  

 

Hi, my name is Tyler-Grace Clark. I have lived in Camden my whole life and would consider it 

to make up a large part of my identity. I also have a deep-rooted commitment to speak up 

for the voices and concerns of our youth. In the past, I have had many experiences with 

public speaking and charity events, so I know how to get my points across well and clear to 

make my voice heard. 

 

Decrease Youth Unemployment-  As a young person myself I understand it can be 

extremely difficult to get a job, especially with no background experience. Therefore, I 

would like to try and work with companies to provide free work experience, like an 

apprenticeship but smaller scale, for example waiter training and barista training for a week. 

Although you may not get paid, to have this experience it would be substantially helpful to 

get a simple, first-time job, as that is what most young people are looking for when entering 

the working field.  

 

Advocate for Youth Club advertisement- once I learnt what they were, I understood how 

beneficial they could be for young people to not only socialise but especially for those who 

may not want to be at home for various reasons and may just need an escape. Not just 

advertisement but Encouragement to attend too, as it could the improve wellbeing and 

mental health for a lot of young people.  

  

Advocate for increased Funding for school- When I did a survey a lot of you wanted 

improvement in school with things such as trips, better sports curriculum, free study spaces 

and more food at break. However due to the cuts and lack of government funding towards 

the council there is a financial shortage, so within the next 2 years I may have this position I 

plan to get up the council balance via fundraisers, charity events, pushing the government 

for an increased budget, but what happens with these fundings for the youth will ultimately 

be up to you and whatever services you want me to make the government and Camden 

Council to provide for us. 

  

 

 


